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What is Copy Trade all about? 

 

For investors 
 

Copy Trader is a dynamic social trading platform which allows investors to view 

and connect with traders, money managers and fellow investors from all over the 

world. Not only is there the social advantage of collaboration with other like-

minded individuals but as an investor, you are also able to copy the trades of 

professional traders directly to your trading account. 

 

The key advantages of the Copy Trader platform are: 

 Detailed Trader Statistics – Every trader who lists on the Copy Trader 

platform is subject to the same rules and regulations. Their performance 

statistics are transparent and available for all investors to view. Investors 

can then decide which traders suit their risk appetite and copy their trading 

signals directly into their trading account. 

 Automated Trading – Set up your trading rules and allow the system to trade 

automatically according to the rules which you have set. This also means 

that you can continue to take care of your usual responsibilities while your 

account is working for you. 

 Trader Combinations – Portfolio diversification is a good way to mitigate risk 

and optimise performance. Selecting dynamic combinations of traders 

allows you to maximise your performance and minimise your risk. It’s like 

having a full fund management team in the palm of your hand. 

 Profit Sharing Accounts – This is the fairest way to increase alignment 

between traders and investors. What this means is that traders are paid 

https://copytrader.jpmarkets.co.za/
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according to their trading performance and investors only pay the traders 

when they make money. 

 

 

How to follow a trader 
 

 
 

Click on the following link to download a step for step guide on how to follow a 

trader: download now 

 

 

For money managers and traders 
 

As a money manager, it is of paramount importance to ensure that your clients 

are satisfied with the performance of their investments. It is just as important to 

make sure that their funds are held securely and that the technology used to 

distribute their returns is accurate and trustworthy. Transparency is a big part of 

client satisfaction in the investment industry and the JP Markets Copy Trader 

makes your life a lot easier in this regard. 

 

The key advantages of the Copy Trader platform are: 

 Trader Registration – Register as a trader on the Copy Trader platform and 

allow your clients to view all your trading statistics with a few clicks of a 

button. Your trading statistics will also be available to all Copy Trader 

investors which means that you immediately gain access to a global client 

database. 

https://copytrader.jpmarkets.co.za/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cPqUGNWEeZ06BQ_2rN5UYp4R2yB13I0n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cPqUGNWEeZ06BQ_2rN5UYp4R2yB13I0n/view?usp=sharing
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 Copying Trading Signals – Your clients and all other investors on the Copy 

Trader platform will be able to copy your trading signals directly to their 

trading accounts. No more need for extensive hardware and software 

setups with hundreds of trading accounts to link and unlink upon request. 

 Technological Advancements – Copy Trader is at the forefront of copy 

trading systems with far more in depth analytics and user tools than any 

other social copy trading platform. This means that your clients will always 

have all the info they need without needing to call you every five minutes. 

Streamlining your business model allows you to focus on reaching more 

potential customers and growing your business. 

 Profit Sharing Accounts - The fairest way to increase alignment between 

traders and investors. This means that traders are paid according to their 

trading performance and investors only pay the traders when they make 

money. As a successful money manager or trader you will have thousands 

of potential customers on the Copy Trader platform. 

 Automatic Customer Payments – One of the most frustrating things to deal 

with is the monthly calculations required to invoice payments from large 

amounts of customers. Managing those payments and customer access to 

trading strategies based on their payments can be a huge headache. With 

the JP Markets Copy Trader, all of the calculations are taken care of for you 

and automatically allocated to your profile.  

 

To register as a money manager or trader, simply go to the Copy Trader website 

and register your JP Markets live trading account. Once you have done this, 

please notify us via support@jpmarkets.co.za that you would like to register as a 

master trader on the Copy Trader platform. 

 

 

For introducing brokers 
 

As an introducing broker, it is of paramount importance to ensure that your clients 

are satisfied with the service that they receive and the products which you 

promote to them. A thorough understanding of the products offered and the ability 

to service the client with regards to all of the products and choices they have are 

what separates successful IB’s from those who are not. 

 

https://copytrader.jpmarkets.co.za/
https://copytrader.jpmarkets.co.za/
mailto:support@jpmarkets.co.za
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All of the advantages mentioned for investors, money managers and traders can 

be applied in building a very successful IB business through the Copy Trader 

platform. Whether you are an experienced money manager or starting out in the 

industry, the tools available on the Copy Trader platform present a unique 

opportunity to build a substantially rewarding business. 

 

Due to a complete solution in terms of trader analytics and the ease of use of the 

social trading platform, introducing clients to the Copy Trader option is an easy 

process. General investment vehicles, although less risky, don’t offer the type of 

returns that are available with Copy Trader. Social trading is taking the world by 

storm as it offers a viable investment option which can generate well above 

market average returns while being easy to manage and completely transparent. 

 

When introducing customers to the JP Markets Copy Trader platform, our IB’s will 

still receive their remuneration as set out in their IB agreement. This will include 

both commissions on deposits and the rebate structure on volume of lots traded. 

This means that as an IB, you will be able to use the performance of selected 

traders to promote social copy trading to your potential customers.  

 

Using this strategy will provide your customers with a dynamic trading tool that is 

easy to understand and use and presents excellent investment options. This will 

improve client retention and satisfaction which will result in larger deposits, higher 

volumes on lots traded and substantial commission returns for committed 

introducing brokers. 

 

With all of these tools at your disposal, your IB business with JP Markets has no 

limits so get out there, start networking and build the future you have always 

dreamed about. What you put in is what you will get out. 

 

To register as an Introducing Broker for JP Markets, click on the following link to 

download the JP Markets IB agreement: download now 

 

Read through the agreement carefully and then do the following: 

1. Fill in your details and MT4 account number on the first page 

2. Initial each page in the bottom right hand corner 

3. Sign in full on the last page where it states “on behalf of the IB” 

4. Scan and email the agreement to support@jpmarkets.co.za  

https://copytrader.jpmarkets.co.za/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hoDU_WmR2ppnX3wMLPszzQeMpBSO1yOU/view?usp=sharing
mailto:support@jpmarkets.co.za

